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Abstract. In this paper we define and investigate basic logical closure
properties of propositional proof systems such as closure of arbitrary
proof systems under modus ponens or substitutions. As our main result
we obtain a purely logical characterization of the degrees of schematic
extensions of EF in terms of a simple combination of these properties.
This result underlines the empirical evidence that EF and its extensions
admit a robust definition which rests on only a few central concepts from
propositional logic.
1 Introduction
In their seminal paper [11] Cook and Reckhow gave a very general complexity-
theoretic definition of the concept of a propositional proof system, focusing on
efficient verification of propositional proofs. Due to the expressivity of Turing
machines (or any other model of efficient computation) this definition includes
a variety of rather unnatural propositional proof systems. In contrast, proof-
theoretic research concentrates on propositional proof systems which, beyond
efficient verification, satisfy a number of additional natural properties. Proof sys-
tems with nice structural properties are also exclusively used in practice (e.g. for
automated theorem proving). Supported by this empirical evidence, we therefore
formulate the thesis, that the Cook-Reckhow framework is possibly too broad
for the study of natural proof systems of practical relevance. Motivated by these
observations, we investigate the interplay of central logical closure properties of
propositional proof systems, such as the ability to use modus ponens or substi-
tutions in arbitrary proof systems.
Proof systems are compared with respect to their strength by simulations,
and all equivalent systems form one degree of proof systems. Since in proof com-
plexity we are mostly interested in the degree of a propositional proof system
and not so much in specific representatives of this degree, we only study proper-
ties which are preserved inside a simulation degree. In particular, we think that
it would be desirable to characterize the degrees of important proof systems
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(e.g. resolution, cutting planes, or Frege) by meaningful and natural properties.
Such results would provide strong confirmation for the empirical evidence, that
these systems have indeed a natural and robust definition. One would expect
that according to the general classification of propositional proof systems into
logical systems (such as resolution, Frege, QBF), algebraic systems (polynomial
calculus, Nullstellensatz) and geometric systems (cutting planes), these under-
lying principles should also be of logical, algebraic, and geometrical character,
respectively.
As a first step of this more general program we exhibit a purely logical
characterization of the degrees of schematic extensions of the extended Frege
system EF . These schematic extensions enhance the extended Frege system by
additional sets of polynomial-time decidable axiom schemes. Such systems are
of particular importance: Firstly, because every propositional proof system is
simulated by such an extension of EF , and secondly, because these systems
admit a fruitful correspondence to theories of bounded arithmetic [8, 14, 16].
For our characterization we formalize closure properties such as modus po-
nens and substitutions in such a way that they are applicable for arbitrary propo-
sitional proof systems. We analyse the mutual dependence of these properties,
providing in particular strong evidence for their independence. Our characteri-
zation of extensions of EF involves the properties modus ponens, substitutions,
and reflection. This result tells us that the essence of extended Frege systems
(and its generalizations) lies in the ability to use modus ponens and substitu-
tions, and to prove the consistency of the system with short proofs (this property
is known as reflection). Thus schematic extensions of EF are exactly those sys-
tems (up to p-equivalence) which can prove their consistency and are closed
under modus ponens and substitutions. This result also allows the characteri-
zation of the existence of optimal propositional proof systems (which simulate
every other system).
The paper is organized as follows. We start in Sect. 2 by recalling some back-
ground information on propositional proof systems and particularly Frege sys-
tems and their extensions. In Sect. 3 we define and investigate natural properties
of proof systems which we use throughout this paper. A particularly important
property for strong systems is the reflection property, which gives a proposi-
tional description of the correctness of a proof system. Different versions of such
consistency statements are discussed in Sect. 4, leading in particular to a robust
definition of the reflection property.
Section 5 contains the main result of this paper, consisting of a purely logical
characterization of the degrees of schematic extensions of EF . This directly leads
to a similar characterization of the existence of p-optimal proof systems. These
results can also be explained in the more general context of the correspondence
between strong propositional proof systems and arithmetic theories, of which we
will sketch an axiomatic approach. Finally, in Sect. 6 we conclude with some
open problems.
Most definitions and results of this paper can be given in two versions, one
for simulations and the other, using slightly stronger assumptions, for the case
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of p-simulations between proof systems (cf. Sect. 2). For brevity we will restrict
this exposition to the efficient case of p-simulations.
Due to space limitations we only sketch proofs or omit them in this extended
abstract.
2 Propositional Proof Systems
Propositional proof systems were defined in a very general way by Cook and
Reckhow [11] as polynomial-time functions P which have as their range the set
TAUT of all propositional tautologies. A string pi with P (pi) = ϕ is called a
P -proof of the tautology ϕ. By P `≤m ϕ we indicate that there is a P -proof of
ϕ of size ≤ m. If Φ is a set of propositional formulas we write P `∗ Φ if there
is a polynomial p such that P `≤p(|ϕ|) ϕ for all ϕ ∈ Φ. If Φ = {ϕn | n ≥ 0} is a
sequence of formulas we also write P `∗ ϕn instead of P `∗ Φ.
Proof systems are compared according to their strength by simulations, in-
troduced in [11] and [18]. A proof system S simulates a system P (denoted by
P ≤ S) if there exists a polynomial p such that for all tautologies ϕ and P -proofs
pi of ϕ there is an S-proof pi′ of ϕ with |pi′| ≤ p (|pi|). If such a proof pi′ can even
be computed from pi in polynomial time we say that S p-simulates P and denote
this by P ≤p S. Systems P and S, that mutually (p-)simulate each other, are
called (p-)equivalent, denoted by P ≡(p) S. A proof system is (p-)optimal if it
(p-)simulates all proof systems.
A prominent example of a class of proof systems is provided by Frege systems
which are usual textbook proof systems based on axioms and rules. In the context
of propositional proof complexity these systems were first studied by Cook and
Reckhow [11], and it was proven there that all Frege systems, i.e., systems using
different axiomatizations and rules, are p-equivalent. A different characterization
of Frege systems is provided byGentzen’s sequent calculus [12], that is historically
one of the first and best analysed proof systems. The sequent calculus is widely
used, both for propositional and first-order logic, and it is straightforward to
verify that Frege systems and the propositional sequent calculus LK p-simulate
each other [11].
Augmenting Frege systems by the possibility to abbreviate complex formulas
by propositional variables, we arrive at the extended Frege proof system EF . The
extension rule might further reduce the proof size, but it is not known whether
EF is really stronger than ordinary Frege systems. Both Frege and the extended
Frege system are very strong systems for which no non-trivial lower bounds to
the proof size are currently known (cf. [6]).
It is often desirable to further strengthen the proof system EF by additional
axioms. This can be done by allowing a polynomial-time computable set Φ as new
axioms, i.e., formulas from Φ as well as their substitution instances may be freely
used in EF -proofs. These schematic extensions of EF are denoted by EF +Φ. In
this way, we obtain proof systems of arbitrary strength (cf. Theorem 15). More
detailed information on Frege systems and its extensions can be found in [9, 16].
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3 Closure Properties of Proof Systems
In this section we define and investigate natural properties of propositional proof
systems that are satisfied by many important proof systems. One of the most
common rules is modus ponens, which serves as the central rule in Frege systems.
Carrying out modus ponens in a general proof system might be formalized as:
Definition 1. A proof system P is closed under modus ponens if there exists a
polynomial-time computable algorithm that takes as input P -proofs pi1, . . . , pik of
propositional formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕk together with a P -proof pik+1 of the implication
(ϕ1 → (ϕ2 → . . . (ϕk → ϕk+1) . . . )) and outputs a P -proof of ϕk+1.
Defining closure under modus ponens by requiring k = 1 in the above defini-
tion seems to lead to a too restrictive notion. Namely, in some applications we
need to use modus ponens polynomially many times (cf. Theorem 11). In this
case, the above definition with k = 1 would only guarantee an exponential upper
bound on the size of the resulting proof, whereas Definition 1 results only in a
polynomial increase.
If pi is a Frege proof of a formula ϕ, then we can prove substitution instances
σ(ϕ) of ϕ by applying the substitution σ to every formula in the proof pi. This
leads us to the general concept of closure of a proof system under substitutions.
Definition 2. P is closed under substitutions if there exists a polynomial-time
procedure that takes as input a P -proof of a formula ϕ as well as a substitution
instance σ(ϕ) of ϕ and computes a P -proof of σ(ϕ).
It also makes sense to consider other properties like closure under conjunc-
tions or disjunctions. A particularly simple property is the following: a proof
system evaluates formulas without variables if formulas using only constants but
no propositional variables have polynomial-size proofs. As this is true even for
truth-table evaluations, all proof systems simulating the truth-table system eval-
uate formulas without variables.
We can classify properties of proof systems like those above along the fol-
lowing lines. Some properties are monotone in the sense that they are preserved
from weaker to stronger systems, i.e., if P ≤ Q and P has the property, then
also Q satisfies the property. Evaluation of formulas without variables is such
a monotone property. Other properties might not be monotone but still robust
in the sense that the property is preserved when we switch to a p-equivalent
system. Since we are interested in the degree of a proof system and not in the
particular representative of that degree, it is desirable to investigate only robust
or even monotone properties. It is straightforward to verify that closure under
modus ponens and closure under substitutions are robust properties.
We remark that Frege systems and their extensions have very good closure
properties.
Proposition 3. The Frege system F , the extended Frege system EF, and all
extensions EF +Φ by polynomial-time computable sets of axioms Φ ⊆ TAUT are
closed under modus ponens and under substitutions.
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It is interesting to ask whether these properties of propositional proof systems
are independent from each other. With respect to this question we observe the
following.
Proposition 4. Assume that the extended Frege proof system is not optimal.
Then there exist proof systems which are closed under substitutions but not under
modus ponens.
Proof. (Idea) We use the assumption of the non-optimality of EF to obtain
polynomial-time constructable sequences ϕn and ψn of tautologies, such that
EF `∗ ϕn, but EF 6`∗ ψn. We then encode the implications ϕn → ψn into an
extension of EF , thus obtaining a system Q that is closed under substitutions,
but not under modus ponens, because Q `∗ ϕn, Q `∗ ϕn → ψn, and Q 6`∗ ψn.
uunionsq
Candidates for proof systems that are closed under modus ponens but not
under substitutions come from extensions of Frege systems by polynomial-time
computable sets Φ ⊆ TAUT as new axioms. Clearly these systems are closed
under modus ponens. In [3], however, we exhibit a suitable hypothesis, involving
disjoint NP-pairs, which guarantees that these proof systems are not even closed
under substitutions by constants for suitable choices of Φ.
4 Consistency Statements
Starting with this section, we will use the correspondence of propositional proof
systems to theories of bounded arithmetic. Bounded arithmetic is the general
denomination of a whole collection of weak fragments of Peano arithmetic, that
are defined by adding a controlled amount of induction to a set of basic axioms
(cf. [14]). One of the most prominent examples of these arithmetic theories is
Buss’ theory S12 , defined in [8]. In addition to the usual ingredients, the language
L of S12 uses a number of technical symbols to allow a smooth formalization of
syntactic concepts.
A central ingredient of the correspondence of arithmetic theories to propo-
sitional proof systems is the translation of first-order arithmetic formulas into
propositional formulas [10, 19]. An L-formula in prenex normal form with only
bounded existential quantifiers is called a Σb1-formula. These formulas describe
NP-predicates in the sense that the class of all Σb1-definable subsets of N coin-
cides with the class of all NP-subsets of N (cf. [25, 8]). Likewise,Πb1-formulas only
have bounded universal quantifiers and describe coNP-predicates. A Πb1-formula
ϕ(x) is translated into a sequence ‖ϕ(x)‖n of propositional formulas contain-
ing one formula per input length for the number x, such that ϕ(x) is true, i.e.,
N |= (∀x)ϕ(x), if and only if ‖ϕ(x)‖n is a tautology where n = |x| (cf. [16]). We
use ‖ϕ(x)‖ to denote the set {‖ϕ(x)‖n | n ≥ 1}.
The consistency of a proof system P is described by the consistency statement
Con(P ) = (∀pi)¬Prf P (pi,⊥), where Prf P (pi, ϕ) is a suitable arithmetic formula
describing that pi is a P -proof of ϕ. The formula Prf P can be chosen such that
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Prf P is provably equivalent in S
1
2 both to a Σ
b
1- and aΠ
b
1-formula (such formulas
are called ∆b1-formulas with respect to S
1
2 , cf. [16]).
A somewhat stronger formulation of consistency is given by the reflection
principle of a propositional proof system P , which is defined by the arithmetic
formula
RFN (P ) = (∀pi)(∀ϕ)Prf P (pi, ϕ)→ Taut(ϕ) ,
where Taut is a Πb1-formula formalizing propositional tautologies. Therefore
Con(P ) and RFN (P ) are ∀Πb1-formulas, i.e., these formulas are in prenex nor-
mal form with unbounded ∀-quantifiers followed by bounded ∀-quantifiers and
can therefore be translated via ‖.‖ into sequences of propositional formulas.
The two consistency notions Con(P ) and RFN (P ) are compared by the
following well-known observation, contained e.g. in [16]:
Proposition 5. Let P be a proof system that is closed under substitutions and
modus ponens and evaluates formulas without variables, and assume that these
properties are provable in S12 . Then S
1
2 ` RFN (P )↔ Con(P ).
Very often propositional descriptions of the reflection principle are needed.
These can be simply obtained by translating RFN (P ) to a sequence of proposi-
tional formulas using the translation ‖.‖.
Definition 6. A propositional proof system P has the reflection property if
there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that on input 1n outputs a P -proof of
‖RFN (P )‖n.
There is a subtle problem with Definition 6 which is somewhat hidden in the
definition. Namely, the formula Prf P describes the computation of some Turing
machine computing the function P . However, the provability of the formulas
‖RFN (P )‖n with polynomial-size P -proofs might depend on the actual choice
of the Turing machine computing P . Let us illustrate this with the following
example.
Proposition 7. If EF is not p-optimal, then there exists a proof system Q ≡p
EF such that S12 does not prove the reflection principle of Q, i.e., S
1
2 does not
prove the formula (∀pi)(∀ϕ)Prf Q(pi, ϕ) → Taut(ϕ) for some suitable choice of
the Turing machine that computes Q and is used for the formula Prf Q.
Proof. (Sketch) If EF is not p-optimal, then there exists a proof system R such
that R 6≤p EF . We define the system P as EF + ‖RFN (R)‖ and the system Q
as
Q(pi) =


ϕ if pi = 0pi′ and pi′ is an EF -proof of ϕ
P (pi′) if pi = 1pi′ and P (pi′) ∈ {>,⊥}
> otherwise.
It is easily checked that EF and Q are ≤p-equivalent. We have to show that
S12 does not prove the formula RFN (Q) where for the predicate Prf Q we use
the canonical Turing machine M according to the above definition of Q, i.e.,
on input 0pi′ the machine M checks whether pi′ is a correct EF -proof and on
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input 1pi′ the machine M evaluates P (pi′). Assume on the contrary that S12 `
RFN (Q). Because of line 2 of the definition of Q this means that S12 can prove
that there is no P -proof of ⊥, i.e., S12 proves the consistency statement of P .
The system P is closed under substitutions by constants and modus ponens.
Therefore Con(P ) and RFN (P ) are equivalent in S12 by Proposition 5. Hence
S12 not only proves Con(P ), but also RFN (P ), which gives a p-simulation of P
by EF (cf. Definition 13 and Theorem 14 below). This, however, contradicts the
choice of P , and hence S12 6` RFN (Q). uunionsq
Note that S12 ` RFN (EF ) (cf. [18]), contrasting S
1
2 6` RFN (Q) in the above
proposition. This observation tells us that we should understand the meaning of
Definition 6 in the following, more precise way:
Definition 8. A propositional proof system P has the robust reflection property
if there exists a deterministic polynomial-time Turing machine M computing the
function P such that for some ∆b1-formalization Prf P of the computation of M
with respect to S12 we have a polynomial-time algorithm that constructs on input
1n a P -proof of the formula ‖(∀pi)(∀ϕ)Prf P (pi, ϕ)→ Taut(ϕ)‖
n.
For this definition of reflection we can show the robustness of the reflection
principle under p-simulations:
Proposition 9. Let P and Q be p-equivalent proof systems. Then P has the
robust reflection property if and only if Q has the robust reflection property.
Proof. (Idea) If Q proves its reflection principle with respect to the Turing ma-
chine M , then P can prove its reflection for the Turing machine M ◦N , where
the machine N computes a p-simulation of Q by P . uunionsq
It is known that strong propositional proof systems like EF and its extensions
have the reflection property [18]. In contrast, weak systems like resolution do not
have reflection. Pudla´k [21] proved that the cutting planes system CP requires
nearly exponential-size refutations of some canonical formulation of the formulas
RFN (CP). Atserias and Bonet [1] obtained the same result for the resolution
system Res. This, however, does not exclude the possibility that we have short
proofs for the reflection principle of resolution or CP with respect to some other
formalization of PrfCP , PrfRes , or Taut . It therefore remains as an open question
whether these systems have the robust reflection property.
Alternatively, we can view robust reflection as a condition on the canonical
disjoint NP-pair (Ref (P ),Sat∗) of a proof system P , introduced by Razborov
[22]. Its first component Ref (P ) = {(ϕ, 1m) | P `≤m ϕ} contains information
about proof lengths in P , and the second component Sat∗ = {(ϕ, 1m) | ¬ϕ ∈
SAT} is a padded version of SAT. The link of the canonical pair with the re-
flection property was already noted by Pudla´k [21]. We can extend this idea to
obtain a characterization of robust reflection for weak proof systems.
Proposition 10. Let P be the resolution or cutting planes system. Then P has
the robust reflection property if and only if the canonical pair of P is p-separable,
i.e., there exists a polynomial-time decidable set S such that Ref (P ) ⊆ S and
S ∩ Sat∗ = ∅.
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Proof. (Idea) Robust reflection for P means that we can efficiently generate P -
proofs for the disjointness of (Ref (P ),Sat∗) with respect to some propositional
representations of its components. Using feasible interpolation for P [17, 7, 20],
we get a polynomial-time computable separator for (Ref (P ),Sat∗).
Conversely, if the canonical P -pair is p-separable, then it can be given a
simple propositional description, for which we can devise short P -proofs of the
disjointness of the pair. This is possible, as all p-separable disjoint NP-pairs are
equivalent (via suitable reductions for pairs [13]). We can then choose a simple p-
separable pair, prove its disjointness in P , and translate these proofs into proofs
for the disjointness of (Ref (P ),Sat∗) (cf. [2] for the details of this approach). uunionsq
As it is conjectured that none of the canonical pairs of natural proof systems
is p-separable [21], Proposition 10 indicates the absence of robust reflection for
weak systems that satisfy the interpolation property.
5 Characterizing the Degree of Extended Frege Systems
Using the results from the previous section, we will now exhibit a characterization
of the degrees of schematic extensions of EF .
Theorem 11. For all proof systems P ≥p EF the following conditions are
equivalent:
1. P is p-equivalent to a proof system of the form EF + ‖ϕ‖ with a true Πb1-
formula ϕ.
2. P is p-equivalent to a proof system of the form EF +‖Φ‖ with a polynomial-
time decidable set of true Πb1-formulas Φ.
3. P has the robust reflection property and is closed under modus ponens and
substitutions.
Proof. Item 1 trivially implies item 2. For the implication 2 ⇒ 3 let P ≡p
EF+‖Φ‖. Then the closure properties of EF+‖Φ‖ are transferred to P . Systems
of the form EF + ‖Φ‖ are known to have the reflection property (cf. [19] and
Theorem 14 below). By Proposition 9 robust reflection for EF+‖Φ‖ is transferred
to P .
The main part of the proof is the implication 3 ⇒ 1. Its proof involves a
series of results that are also of independent interest. The first step is an efficient
version of the deduction theorem for EF :
1. Efficient Deduction theorem for EF . There exists a polynomial-time pro-
cedure that takes as input an EF-proof of a formula ψ from a finite set of
tautologies Φ as extra assumptions, and produces an EF-proof of the impli-
cation (
∧
ϕ∈Φ ϕ)→ ψ.
A similar deduction theorem was shown for Frege systems by Bonet and Buss
[4, 5]. For stronger systems like EF we just remark that there are different ways
to formalize deduction. These deduction properties seem to be quite powerful, as
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they allow the characterization of the existence of optimal and even polynomially
bounded proof systems [3].
In the second step we compare schematic extensions of EF and strong proof
systems with sufficient closure properties.
2. Simulation of extensions of EF by sufficiently closed systems. Let P be a
proof system such that EF ≤p P and P is closed under substitutions and
modus ponens. Let Φ be some polynomial-time decidable set of tautologies
such that P -proofs of all formulas from Φ can be constructed in polynomial
time. Then EF + Φ ≤p P .
The idea of the proof of this simulation is the following: if EF + Φ `≤m ϕ, then
there are substitution instances ψ1, . . . , ψk of formulas from Φ such that we have
an EF -proof of ϕ from ψ1, . . . , ψk. Using the deduction theorem for EF , we get
a polynomial-size EF -proof of (
∧k
i=1 ψi)→ ϕ. By the hypotheses P ≥p EF and
P `∗ Φ, together with the closure properties of P , we can transform this proof
into a polynomial-size P -proof of ϕ.
Item 2 is most useful in the following form:
3. If the proof system P ≥p EF has the robust reflection property and P is
closed under substitutions and modus ponens, then we get the p-simulation
EF + ‖RFN (P )‖ ≤p P .
The converse simulation extends a result of Kraj´ıcˇek and Pudla´k [18], namely
that every proof system P is p-simulated by the system EF + ‖RFN (P )‖.
4. Simulation of arbitrary systems by extensions of EF . Let P be an arbitrary
proof system, and let Φ be some polynomial-time decidable set of tautologies.
If EF + Φ-proofs of ‖RFN (P )‖n can be generated in polynomial time, then
P ≤p EF + Φ.
After these preparations we can now prove the implication 3 ⇒ 1. Let P
be a proof system which has the robust reflection property and is closed under
modus ponens and substitutions. We choose the formula ϕ as RFN (P ). Then
EF + ‖ϕ‖ ≤p P by the above item 3. The converse simulation P ≤p EF + ‖ϕ‖
follows from item 4. uunionsq
The equivalence of items 1 and 2 in the above corollary expresses some kind
of compactness for extensions of EF : systems of the form EF + ‖Φ‖ are al-
ways equivalent to a system EF + ‖ϕ‖ with a single arithmetic formula ϕ. The
equivalence to item 3 shows that these systems have a robust logical definition,
independent of the particular axiomatization chosen for EF .
We will now apply Theorem 11 to characterize the existence of optimal and
p-optimal proof systems. These problems were posed by Kraj´ıcˇek and Pudla´k
[18] and have been intensively studied during the last years [15, 23, 24]. We call
a set A printable if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm which on input 1n
outputs all words from A of length n.
Corollary 12. The following conditions are equivalent:
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1. P is a p-optimal propositional proof system.
2. P ≥p EF and P is closed under modus ponens and substitutions. Further, for
every printable set of tautologies, P -proofs can be constructed in polynomial
time.
Using non-constructive versions of the conditions in item 2 we get a similar
characterization of the existence of optimal proof systems.
Probably the strongest available information on EF and its extensions stems
from the connection of these systems to theories of bounded arithmetic. Actu-
ally, also Theorem 11 can be derived as a consequence from this more general
context. In the remaining space we will sketch an axiomatic approach to this
correspondence, as suggested by Kraj´ıcˇek and Pudla´k [19]. The correspondence
works for pairs (T, P ) of arithmetic theories T and propositional proof systems
P . It can be formalized as follows:
Definition 13. A propositional proof system P is called regular if there exists
an L-theory T such that the following two properties are fulfilled for (T, P ).
1. Let ϕ(x) be a Πb1-formula such that T ` (∀x)ϕ(x). Then there exists a
polynomial-time computable function which on input 1n outputs a P -proof
of ‖ϕ(x)‖n.
2. T proves the correctness of P , i.e., T ` RFN (P ). Furthermore, P is the
strongest proof system for which T proves the correctness, i.e., T ` RFN (Q)
for a proof system Q implies Q ≤p P .
Probably the most important instance of the general correspondence is the
relation between S12 and EF . Property 1 of the correspondence, stating the
simulation of S12 by EF , is essentially contained in [10], but for the theory PV
instead of S12 . Examining the proof of this result, it turns out that the theorem is
still valid if both the theory S12 and the proof system EF are enhanced by further
axioms. Property 2 of the correspondence between S12 and EF was established
by Kraj´ıcˇek and Pudla´k [19]. Again, this result can be generalized to extensions
of S12 and EF by additional axioms. Combining these results, we can state:
Theorem 14 (Cook [10], Buss [8], Kraj´ıcˇek, Pudla´k [19]). Let Φ be a
polynomial-time decidable set of true Πb1-formulas. Then the proof system EF +
‖Φ‖ is regular and corresponds to the theory S12 + Φ.
Using these results, we can exhibit sufficient conditions for the regularity of a
propositional proof system. From the definition of a regular system it is clear that
regular proof systems have the reflection property. Furthermore, a combination
of the properties of proof systems introduced in Sects. 3 and 4 guarantees the
regularity of the system, namely:
Theorem 15. If P is a proof system such that EF ≤p P and P has the robust
reflection property and is closed under substitutions and modus ponens, then P
is regular and corresponds to the theory S12 + RFN (P ).
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Proof. The hypotheses on P imply EF + ‖RFN (P )‖ ≡p P by Theorem 11.
We will now check the axioms of the correspondence for S12 + RFN (P ) and P .
Suppose ϕ is a ∀Πb1-formula such that S
1
2+RFN (P ) ` ϕ. By Theorem 14 we can
construct EF + ‖RFN (P )‖-proofs of ‖ϕ‖n in polynomial time. As we already
know that EF + ‖RFN (P )‖ is p-simulated by P , we obtain polynomial-size
P -proofs of ‖ϕ‖n. This proves part 1 of the correspondence.
It remains to verify the second part. Clearly S12 + RFN (P ) ` RFN (P ). Fi-
nally, assume S12+RFN (P ) ` RFN (Q) for some proof system Q. By Theorem 14
this implies that we can efficiently construct proofs of ‖RFN (Q)‖ in the system
EF +‖RFN (P )‖. Applying items 3 and 4 from the proof of Theorem 11 we infer
Q ≤p EF + ‖RFN (P )‖ ≤p P . uunionsq
6 Conclusion
The results of this paper suggest that logical closure properties can be used to
give robust definitions of strong proof systems such as EF and its extensions.
Continuing this line of research, it is interesting to ask, whether we can also char-
acterize the degrees of weak systems like resolution or cutting planes in terms of
similar closure properties. In particular, these weak systems are known to satisfy
the feasible interpolation property [17]. Can interpolation in combination with
other properties be used to characterize the degrees of weak systems? Pudla´k
[21] provides strong evidence that interpolation and reflection are mutually ex-
clusive properties. Which other combinations of such properties are possible?
Further investigation of these questions will hopefully contribute to a better
understanding of propositional proof systems.
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